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THE LANTERN.
A Risue to the Town.

In a letter received by Mr. H. M.,* -*! "I
\vWork in the islands. Should lie as-
-Harrison, Cleveland and McKlnley
spend the remaining days of his life
quent in extensive colored settlements,
•Ter resigned. All have died on the

This remark Is clipped from the

TO THE HIGH ART SUITS AND OVERCOATS THAT IS ATTAINED BY NO OTHER MAKERS OF READY MADE CLOTHING. NO OTHER CLOTHES FIT AND WE ARE LIKE THE HIGH ART CLOTHES, AND THEY COST YOU NO MORE THAN CHEAP MADE CLOTHING.

W. R. NAIL

is a silent but terrible fighter in the mercantile world. He has the tenacity of a bull dog and the audacity of a Bengal tiger. He Is a silent but terrible fighter in the mercantile world. He has the tenacity of a bull dog and the audacity of a Bengal tiger. He

W. R. NAIL

Red Men, on The Brotherly Heart.
The. hunters have rubbed up their
9.7 miles daily, and Mr. J. B. Douglass, in 
in the field, 700 to 800 bushels of corn; 31 
head of mules, 30 head of cattle. They have 
ripped out in full. 

We find that certain 
agreements have been 
violated by the 
parties. We have 
examined the 
court records, 
and are satisfied that 
the defendant, who 
refused to 
sell, should be 
liable for 
the breach of 
contract. We have 
also considered 
the evidence, 
and are of the 
opinion that 
the defendant 
should be 
liable for 
the damages 
occasioned by 
the breach of 
contract. We have 
therefore 
recommended 
that a verdict 
should be 
rendered in 
favor of the 
plaintiff. We have 
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and are of the 
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should be 
liable for 
the damages 
occasioned by 
the breach of 
contract. We have 
therefore 
recommended 
that a verdict 
should be 
rendered in 
favor of the 
plaintiff. We have 
also considered 
the evidence, 
and are of the 
opinion that 
the defendant 
should be 
liable for 
the damages 
occasioned by 
the breach of 
contract. We have 
therefore 
recommended 
that a verdict 
should be 
rendered in 
favor of the 
plaintiff. We have 
also considered 
the evidence, 
and are of the 
opinion that 
the defendant 
should be 
liable for 
the damages 
occasioned by 
the breach of 
contract. We have 
therefore 
recommended 
that a verdict 
should be 
rendered in 
favor of the 
plaintiff.
Farmers' Mutual

Quaker Remedy. Mere is an example that is a feeling rested and now to lie down and sleep all night and arise most lay me up. A sharp pain would than any other remedy I ever used.

Our duty is to tell the good news that Kidney Pills benefited me more greatly.

Men of whom I have read: many a thousand of had back sufferers 111.

Consult the advice of one qualified doctor. This you will find in

Hampton's Book Store.

DR. W. M. KENNEDY,

Carriage and a 25c. package of

Rydales Stomach Tablets.

I was all ran down from nervous-

Norman Cameron, who lives just be-

beneath his says: "This is one of the

a perfect stomach medicine, they contain

Effective and are not intended for a

extend even distributed through the

the jear round by putting It in the

Color Line In Boston.

The official statement of the Com-

age in National Stockman.

When It is borne in mind that these

"A woman has leased one of the flats and

Agee in National Stockman.

We have assisted hundreds, they are

wholesome in nature and can be used as a

This will have practical form in

We can show you something that will please you. Come and

The Carne of Agore. Every man is informed commercially by the ownership of the man who

rhe state banks Incor-

over $20,000,000 in Banks.

Bonds for Sale.

Bonds for Sale.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of North Carolina.

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of North Carolina.

Yarn is every state for men of energy and character to set agents.

The Mother. There is nothing for us to do but

"A man with no surplus of estate but still with enough

Boston. October 30.—The tenants of

An Ingenious woman keeps her

...for the cere-

The sight wull be seen of

CHILLED FLOWS

They are the only and genuine Chilled F lows made and have the largest sale of any

Flow in the world.

We carry in Stock all Patterns and the Repairs for them.

DeHaven-Dawson Supply Co.

By the Carload.

Open Buggies.

Top Buggies.

We can show you that which will please you. Come and

75 Sets of Harness to close out. Don't fail to get a set.

JOHN FRAZER.